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5GE, or 5G Evolution, is merely AT&T's name for its latest and greatest iteration of LTE, which utilizes specific technologies,
like 256 QAM, 3-way carrier aggregation and 4X4 MIMO that will play a role in 5G's ultimate development. 5GE is available in
400 markets and counting.. AT&T is about to brand much of its existing cellular network as “5G ... Dear AT&T: Updating
people's status bars to say “5GE” is bad and you know it's bad. ... to real 4G networks that aren't just those old rebranded 3G
networks.. AT&T's 5G E network stands for 5G Evolution, and it's just a rebranded version of AT&T's LTE Advanced Pro
network that AT&T customers were .... AT&T starts swapping out "4G" status bar icons with "5GE.". If you turn off LTE, you
won't see 5Ge or LTE. ... @OMA3GKS Read the article from the link below on AT&T rebranding LTE Advance to 5G E.. ...
though: While at first glance, it may look like you've received an update for 5G on your older phone, it may just be rebranded
LTE called 5Ge.. Because of this, AT&T has received some flak for simply rebranding 4G LTE as 5GE. 5GE vs 4G LTE
debate aside, the good news is that most .... This isn't actual "5G" but rather AT&T's marketing department at work. ... AT&T
has gone ahead and rebranded some of its latest 4G LTE .... 5G Evolution (or 5GE) is essentially a rebranding of AT&T's 4G
LTE network. Using its existing infrastructure, the carrier offers slightly faster .... AT&T customers might have noticed a new
symbol appearing in the top corner of their devices and for those who aren't paying attention, they might be duped .... AT&T is
rebranding potentially millions of 4G LTE smartphones to make it appear as though they are on 5G networks — explaining that
many .... AT&T rebrands LTE-A as 5Ge. AT&T customers might have noticed a new symbol appearing in the top corner of
their devices and for those who .... AT&T may have just amicably settled a false advertising lawsuit with Sprint ... as 5G E.
That's all 5G E really is — rebranded LTE network technologies. ... Hey @ATT how about you go back to #LTE instead of this
#5ge crap?. AT&T has been catching fire because it has been rebranding some of its 4G LTE network “5G E” or 5G Evolution.
AT&T's senior vice president .... Opensignal 5GE table. AT&T was universally mocked when its bright idea of rebranding LTE-
A at 5G E first emerged. Sprint, of all companies, .... AT&T has now switched on its '5G Evolution' service meaning a '5Ge'
symbol will appear in the corner of Samsung Galaxy S8 Active, LG V30, and LG V40 devices. ... What is worth noting is that
the portion of AT&T's network offering '5Ge' or LTE-A to call it by its proper name, has received a speed boost.. A strong 4G
LTE signal can provide all the speed most people will need on a smartphone, and as AT&T is trying to prove, there is still life
left in .... The icon that once showed a connection to the carrier's LTE network ... is that AT&T has rebranded the latest
iteration of its LTE network as "5G Evolution". ... that 5GE on the top of my phone it's a reminder to never trust AT&T..
AT&T has been calling LTE-Advanced technology, clearly a fourth-generation innovation, as "5G Evolution." And people will
have to know .... An AT&T executive defended the company's rebranding of 4G phones as "5G E," saying that the name change
has helped AT&T "br[eak] our ... 2e0d71dcb4 
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